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AUDITION PACKET 

 
Paschal High School’s 2019-2020 Musical 

Audition Dates: 

Monday, Oct. 21 

-OR- 

Tuesday, Oct. 22 

In the Choir Room 

Dance Chorus Date: 

Thursday, Oct. 24  

Call Back Dates: 

Wednesday, Oct. 23  

-AND- 

Thursday, Oct. 24  

In the Auditorium

Go to paschalpanthermusical.com for 

Audition Instructions. 
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Monologues 
1) Choose ONE monologue that you would like to 

present.   
2) Choose a monologue that you feel most comfortable 

presenting. At Paschal, we don’t audition for specific 
roles, you do your best, most confident audition and 
the directors will place you in the role that is best for 
the show.  

3) Your monologue does NOT have to be memorized.  

4) Practice “slating your name.” At the audition, right 
before you present your monologue, you will need to 
say “Hello, my name is your first and last name and 
today I will be presenting monologue character from 
musical title.”  

5) The directors are looking for actors that 
a. Speak with loud volume and clear enunciation 
b. Perform with confidence and poise 
c. Create a character  
d. “Make Big Choices”  

1) TEVYE (speaking to God)   Tzeitel and Motel have been married almost two months now. They work very hard. They 
are as poor as synagogue mice…But they are both so happy they don’t know how miserable they are. Motel keeps 
talking about a sewing machine. I know you’re very busy, God – wars and revolutions, floods, plagues –couldn’t You 
take a second away from your catastrophes and get it for him?  

2) PERCHEK (speaking to Hodel) Great changes are about to take place in this country. Tremendous changes. But they 
can’t happen by themselves. Horrible things are happening all over the land … pogroms, violence; whole villages are 
being emptied of their people. And it’s reaching everywhere, and it will reach here. I have work to do. The greatest 
work a man can do.  

3)  MOTEL (speaking to Tevye) Reb Tevye, may I speak to you? The thing is, your daughter Tzeitel and I gave each other 
our pledge more than a year ago that we would marry. I have wanted to ask you for some time, Reb Tevye, but first I 
wanted to save up for my own sewing machine. Reb Tevye, even a poor tailor is entitled to some happiness.   

4) FYEDKA (speaking to Chava) I’m sorry about my friends. They mean no harm. I’d like to talk to you. I’ve often 
noticed you at the bookseller’s. Not many girls in this village like to read (A sudden thought strikes him. He extends 
the book he is holding). Would you like to borrow this book? It’s very good. Go ahead, take the book.  After you 
return it, I’ll ask you how you like it, and we’ll talk about it for a while.  

5) LAZAR WOLF (speaking to Tevye) Tevye, this is very important to me. I’m lonesome. I’m  talking about your 
daughter. Your daughter, Tzeitel.  I see her in my butcher shop every Thursday. She’s made a good impression on 
me. I like her. Let’s shake hands and call it a match. I will be good to her. I like her. Let’s drink on it!  

6)  GOLDE (speaking to her daughters and Yente) It’s almost Sabbath. Shprintza, go bring me some more potatoes. 
Chava, did you finish milking? (she sees the book Chava was reading) You were reading again? Why does a girl have 
to read? Will it get her a better husband?  I see Yente coming down the road. Maybe she has good news. Go finish in 
the barn. I want to talk to Yente alone.   

7)  YENTE (speaking to Golde )   Well, I must prepare my poor Sabbath table, so goodbye Golde, and it was a pleasure 
talking our hearts out to each other.  Oh! I’m losing my head. Of course, the news. It’s about Lazar Wolf, the 
butcher. A good man, a fine man, And I don’t have to tell you that he’s well off. But he’s lonely, the poor man. To 
make it short, out of the whole town, he’s cast his eye on your Tzeitel.  

8) TZEITEL (speaking to Tevye after he tells he she will marry Lazar Wolf)   The butcher? I know you think it is a blessing, 
but, Papa, I don’t want to marry him. I can’t marry him. I can’t! Papa, if it’s a matter of money, I’ll do anything. I’ll 
hire myself out as a servant. I’ll dig ditches, I’ll haul rocks; only don’t make me marry him, Papa, please. I will be 
unhappy with him. All my life will be unhappy. I’ll dig ditches, I’ll haul rocks. Papa, don’t force me. 

9) HODEL (speaking to Tevye at train station before she leaves to join Perchek in Siberia)  Perchek has been arrested 
and convicted. He is in a settlement in Siberia. He did not ask me to go to him. I want to go. I don’t want him to be 
alone. I want to help him in his work. It is the greatest work a man can do. Papa, I promise you, we will be married 
under a canopy. Goodbye, Papa, God alone knows when we shall see each other again.   

10) CHAVA (speaking to Fyedka and Tevye)   He has a name, Papa and Fyedka is not a creature, Fyedka is a man. Papa, 
the world is changing, I know you think some things will never change, but we don’t feel that way. Fyedka and I have 
known each other for a long time and we want to be married.  

** Please see the “Character Info” document on the Cast page of paschalpanthermusical.com for name pronunciations. 
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Song Selection – Female Low 
1) Choose one audition music selection you would like to 

present. 

2) Choose a song selection that you feel most 
comfortable presenting. At Paschal, we don’t audition 
for specific roles, you do your best, most confident 
audition. 

3) Your song selection does NOT have to be memorized.  

4) Students will be put into small groups. Each small 
group will be brought into the choir room. You will sing 
your selection one time through as a group for 
practice, one time through as a group for your 
audition, then if you want to audition for a solo, you 
will sing the selection by yourself.  

5) The directors are looking for actors that 
a. Sing with resonant volume and clear enunciation 
b. Sing the correct notes and rhythm, and match pitch 
c. Perform with confidence and poise 
d. Create a character  
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Song Selection – Female High 
6) Choose one audition music selection you would like to 

present. 

7) Choose a song selection that you feel most 
comfortable presenting. At Paschal, we don’t audition 
for specific roles, you do your best, most confident 
audition. 

8) Your song selection does NOT have to be memorized.  
9) 

Students will be put into small groups. Each small 
group will be brought into the choir room. You will sing 
your selection one time through as a group for 
practice, one time through as a group for your 
audition, then if you want to audition for a solo, you 
will sing the selection by yourself.  

10) The directors are looking for actors that 
a. Sing with resonant volume and clear enunciation 
b. Sing the correct notes and rhythm, and match pitch 
c. Perform with confidence and poise 
d. Create a character
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Song Selection- Male Low 
11) Choose one audition music selection you would like to 

present. 

12) Choose a song selection that you feel most 
comfortable presenting. At Paschal, we don’t audition 
for specific roles, you do your best, most confident 
audition. 

13) Your song selection does NOT have to be memorized.  

14) Students will be put into small groups. Each small 
group will be brought into the choir room. You will sing 
your selection one time through as a group for 
practice, one time through as a group for your 
audition, then if you want to audition for a solo, you 
will sing the selection by yourself.  

15) The directors are looking for actors that 
a. Sing with resonant volume and clear enunciation 
b. Sing the correct notes and rhythm, and match pitch 
c. Perform with confidence and poise 
d. Create a character
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Song Selection – Male High 
16) Choose one audition music selection you would like to 

present. 

17) Choose a song selection that you feel most 
comfortable presenting. At Paschal, we don’t audition 
for specific roles, you do your best, most confident 
audition. 

18) Your song selection does NOT have to be memorized.  

19) Students will be put into small groups. Each small 
group will be brought into the choir room. You will sing 
your selection one time through as a group for 
practice, one time through as a group for your 
audition, then if you want to audition for a solo, you 
will sing the selection by yourself.  

20) The directors are looking for actors that 
a. Sing with resonant volume and clear enunciation 
b. Sing the correct notes and rhythm, and match pitch 
c. Perform with confidence and poise 
d. Create a character
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Name: ______________________________________________________ 
 

Audition Form 

Sign into your 

FWISD student 

account before  

you scan. 
 

Please fill out the google form: https://forms.gle/johM43gYYyhkyHeW9 

Casting Agreement – Read each statement and initial the blank in order to accept the conditions of casting. 

_____ I have fully completed the Audition google form above.  

_____ I understand that I will be cast in a position that is best for my educational growth as a performer as well as a 

place that is best for this production as a whole. I will trust the casting choices that are made, bring a positive attitude to 

every rehearsal, and perform my duties to the best of my ability. *see casting policy in Musical Handbook for details 

_____ I have visited paschalpanthermusical.com and reviewed the Musical Handbook. I agree to adhere to the policies 

outlined in the Musical Handbook. Including rehearsal is a No Phone Zone. 

_____ I understand that I must accurately reflect my conflicts on the conflicts sheet, conflicts will influence casting, and 

excessive conflicts may affect my level of participation or removal from the cast. Orientation, Sitzprobe, Tech Rehearsal, 

Dress Rehearsals, Performances, and Strike are mandatory. *see attendance policy in Musical Handbook for details.  

_____ I understand that I must remain eligible in order to participate in after school rehearsals and performances thusly 

effecting my level of participation or removal from the cast.*see Performance Eligibility policy in Musical Handbook for details.  

Student Signature: _________________________________ 

Parent Agreement – Read each statement and initial the blank in order to accept the conditions of casting. 

_____ I consent to my student participating in “Fiddler on the Roof” at Paschal. 
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/fiddler-on-the-roof 

_____ I will attend one of the informational meetings on Oct. 29, at 6-6:30pm or 8-8:30pm in the Todd Theater.   

_____ I have visited paschalpanthermusical.com and reviewed the Musical Handbook. My family agrees to adhere to the 

policies outlined in the Musical Handbook. Including rehearsal is a No Phone Zone. 

_____ I understand that there is a Production Fee associated with my student’s participation in Musical. *see production 

fee policy in Musical Handbook for details. 

_____ I understand that my student must accurately reflect his/her conflicts on the conflicts sheet, conflicts will 

influence casting, and excessive conflicts may affect my student’s level of participation or removal from the cast. 

Orientation, Sitzprobe, Tech Rehearsal, Dress Rehearsals, Performances and Strike are mandatory. *see attendance 

policy in Musical Handbook for details. 

_____ I understand that my student must remain eligible in order to participate in after school rehearsals and 

performances thusly effecting their level of participation or removal from the cast. *see Performance Eligibility policy in 

Musical Handbook for details. 

Parent Signature: _________________________________

https://forms.gle/johM43gYYyhkyHeW9
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/fiddler-on-the-roof
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Name:_________________________________ 
Conflict Sheet 

Directions: Fill out your conflicts to the best of your ability. Check the box below if you have zero conflicts.  If you will miss all of a 

rehearsal, circle “A”.  If you will be late, circle “L” and write in the time that you will arrive at rehearsal.  If you have to leave 
rehearsal early, circle “E” and write the time you will be leaving rehearsal. The directors work to only call students who are in the 
scenes/songs being rehearsed. Students will receive an individual schedule at the Musical Orientation. 

 

I have zero conflicts 

 
 

Date Day Time Event Absent Arrive Late Time Leave Early Time

29-Oct Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm *Orientation A L /_______ E /_______

30-Oct Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

31-Oct Thurs 4:00pm-5:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

1-Nov Fri 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

2-Nov Sat 1:00pm - 4:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

4-Nov Mon 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

5-Nov Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

6-Nov Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

7-Nov Thurs 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

8-Nov Fri 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

9-Nov Sat 1:00pm - 4:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

11-Nov Mon 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

12-Nov Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

13-Nov Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

14-Nov Thurs 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

15-Nov Fri 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

16-Nov Sat 1:00pm - 4:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

18-Nov Mon 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

19-Nov Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

20-Nov Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

21-Nov Thurs 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

22-Nov Fri 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

2-Dec Mon 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

3-Dec Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

4-Dec Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

5-Dec Thurs 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

6-Dec Fri 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

7-Dec Sat 1:00pm - 4:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

9-Dec Mon 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

10-Dec Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

11-Dec Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

12-Dec Thurs 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

13-Dec Fri 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

14-Dec Sat 1:00pm - 4:00pm *Program Pic's A L /_______ E /_______

6-Jan Mon 9:00am-6:00pm Review Day A L /_______ E /_______

7-Jan Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

8-Jan Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

9-Jan Thurs 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

10-Jan Fri 4:10pm- 8:30pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

13-Jan Mon 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

14-Jan Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

15-Jan Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm *Sitzprobe A L /_______ E /_______

16-Jan Thurs 4:00pm-6:00pm *Sitzprobe A L /_______ E /_______

20-Jan Mon 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

21-Jan Tues 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

22-Jan Wed 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

23-Jan Thurs 4:00pm-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

24-Jan Fri 4:10pm-10:00pm *Tech Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

27-Jan Mon 4:10pm-8:30pm *Dress Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

28-Jan Tues 4:10pm-8:30pm *Dress Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

29-Jan Wed 4:10pm-8:30pm *Invited Dress A L /_______ E /_______

30-Jan Thurs 5:30 call time,7pm *Performance A L /_______ E /_______

31-Jan Fri 5:30 call time,7pm *Performance A L /_______ E /_______

12:30 call time,2pm *Performance A L /_______ E /_______

5:30 call time,7pm *Performance A L /_______ E /_______

10:00pm-12:00am *Strike A L /_______ E /_______
* Required Attendance

These are PO
SSIBLE rehearsals, not every actor w

ill be called to every rehearsal.

1-Feb Sat


